
Image Check, Retrieve and More. Increase Staff Utilization.

PenRad’s image check and retrieve module allows facilities locate and retrieve images from the
PACs in automatically in the background. The module also automatically identifies prior studies
required for comparison and/or scanning for digital environment, and facilitates transfer of images to
CD/DVD burner for outside requests.

Generates pick-list for jackets needed for comparison.

Checks real-time image availability in multiple PACs.

Transfers images to CD/DVD burner for outside requests.

Transfers current studies and priors to workstations.

Eliminates staff conducting manual image transfer.

Allows tele-mammography radiologists to pull study/studies

images (current and priors) to workstation in background to

assist with reading backlog.

Allows pull by exam type, MRI, US , DEXA, diagnostic, etc.

Works in conjunction with PenRad’s PenFetch module to

allow the bulk of the work after hours, freeing up network for

real-time transfer.

Checks workstations first for images prior to move.

Optimizes tele-radiology, LANs, WANs and slower networks.

Why Image Check and Retrieval? Save time, money and staff.

This module contributes to further staff utilization. Generating pick-list for jackets needed for
comparison for facilities making the transition to digital. Removes dependencies of IT staff to create
CD/DVD for outside requests. Takes radiologist utilization to another level by allowing on the fly
resource balancing for backlogs, by transferring images in the background to the reading station.

Works in conjunction with our PenFetch module to allow the bulk transfer of images after hours,
freeing up network for real-time transfer. Checks workstations first for images prior to move.
Optimizes tele-radiology, LANs, WANs and slower networks.
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Image Check, Retrieve and More. Increase Staff Utilization.

Fetch buttons for on demand needs on
interpretation worklist allows background
image transfer while Radiologist is
reading. Filters allow fetching by exam
type and location.

Fetching on demand optimizes remote
and local reading, tele-mammography,
unscheduled work-load changes, and
facilitates image transfer to workstation for
exams requiring a second opinion.

PenRad’s AutoNext and AutoClone
features increase throughput for
Radiologist during interpretation.

PenRad’s PenFetchPlus module
automatically identifies exam status in
PACs and prepares a pick-list for
comparisons needed from film jackets or
studies require scanning for increased
staff productivity.

In addition, the create CD/DVD feature
allows selection of exams to be
transferred for outside requests reducing
mammography dependencies of IT staff.

PenRad’s solutions offer more than just
mammography tracking alone. Increase
your staff productivity and ultization and
reduce your expenses.
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For more information or to schedule a personal webinar
and let us show you how to increase productivity and
reduce expense, contact PenRad at 763.475.3388 or
email us at www.penrad.com.


